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SUMMARY 

During the last fifty years there has been a strong wave of indurii 

develo; nt in .^ions of the world which have since become known as the devel- 

oping countries, ^eas which had hitherto existed with a primitive economy 

have advanced boidl, into the initial stages of modem industrial enterprise. 

In this develops the need was created for construction materials, primarily 

of the steel required in connexion wxth the erection of factories, houses, 

buxldxnge, etc. During the period fro. 1918 to 1939 a great number of small 
rolling mills a„d 8teel plantBf ^ Qf ^ ^.^ ^ & ^^ ^^ 'fi 

* This is a *»,, of a paper issued under the .a» title a. ID/Wo. lV52. 
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Following the Second World War the need for establishing simple steel 

plants that would satisfy immediate essential requirements of easily manu- 

factured steel beoame obvious in all developing countries. 

The requirements for the successful establishment and operation of a 

semi-integrated steel plant capable of meeting the demand in developing 

regions are as follows. First of all, a detailed survey must be made of the 

looal requirements and an analysis made of the available resources. Further- 

more, a projection of ten to fifteen years' future demands should be estab- 

lished. Primarily, these initial steel requirements will take the form of 

reinforcing bars, wire and simple shapes. Fortunately, these products are 

also the easiest to make. 

If the estimated requirements of the area whioh can be served by 

economically available transportation is a minimum of 30,000 tons, the 

possibility for a plant exists. If the market has an immediate potential 

of ]00,000 tons of the products mentioned above, the prospects for a viable 

plant are very good. 

Assuming that sufficient electric energy is readily available, the most 

logical plant would be one based on the melting of scrap by an electric arc 

furnace and the rolling of the steel so melted into the desired products. A 

study must be made of what scrap supplies are locally available, and plant 

should be located to which local sorap oan be most easily delivered, and from 

where deliveries of the finished products to the market oan be economically"made. 

if sufficient local scrap is not available, the plant should be sited 

at a deepwater port, to which scrap can be shipped from abroad. Since scrap 

is a commodity freely available in international trade, import of scrap is 

not necessarily a handicap to the successful operation of a plant erected at 

or near port facilities for ocean going vessels. If adequate labour is not 

available at the site, housing must be provided so that labour oan be housed 

near the plant site. 

In the planning adequate provision should be made for future growth and 

expansion. The layout should be such that facilities for increased output 

can be added without halting production in the existing plant or saorificing 

íaiaiÉá^'A^ 'M. 
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t«. «oh of th. t•*«». „* ^ull«Mlt ÜInif ta ^^ ^ 

*. H» to th. flow of «t.rUl. «i produot to .void hott!, »ok. Md b«* 
oracking. 

The most desirable melting practice for euch a plant would be to con- 

céntrate on low carbon steel (0.12-0.20 C) whioh would be oast into small 

moulds producing billet sized ingots of 120 - 200 kilos.    The advantages of 

casting suoh a small billet sized ingot is that it oan be rolled into 

finished produots with only one reheating.   This praotioe has been proved 

economical and efficient for the rolling of a full range of sizes of re- 

inforcing bars, wire and small shapes, using only one heat. 

A simple pusher type of reheating furnaoe with either gas or oil fuel 

is very desirable.    The rolling mill can oonsist of two or three 16- or 18« 

stands used as a breakdown mill, leading to a five or six stand 12« cross- 

country mill and if wire is required, a continuous 6-stand 10- null,    if 

wire is to be produced, obviously ooilers will be required.    If production 

is limited to reinforcing bars, these oan be rolled out onte a hand hot-bed 
or an automatic hot-bed. 

In many parts of the world small plants have been started with a small 

rolling mill capable of producing reinforcing for a range of 8 mm tc 25 mm. 

A mxll of this type could start on a basis of importing suitable billets from 

overseas.    Such a mill can be adapted for the rolling of wire and small shapes, 

in proportion tc the quantity of reinforcing bar required by local markets. 
Obviously a small rolling min of thiB type by itBeif is a veiy marginai 

economic prcpcextion. The difference between the cost of importing finished 

reinforcing bars and importing billets suitable for rolling mill is sc small 

that the margin of profit available hardly meets the cost cf rolling. 

It is for this reason that practically everywhere that a rolling has been 

«Btablished as the initial stage of a small steel plant, thought has been 

immediately given to establishing a melting shop for the purpose of supplying 

the billets to the rolling mill.    This development has practically always 

taken the path of the electric arc furnace.   Small open hearth furnaces are 

definitely outdated, uneconomical and hard to operate, especially so in 

.iá ^íáBá&felaBfc 4* ••AááEE^M^'^ab¿iS^jaSiaa¿.^%L^^íj9-..^í. ïJÊMM'   ;^¡»m,i„ 
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regions or situations Where littl« «r no «tpsrionoe in steel making i« 

available. 

If a sufficiently high grade of iron ore is available and can he easily 

mined, the possibility exists of farther integration in the small steel plant. 

This consits of the installation of a Norwegian smelting furnace for the pro- 

duction of pig iron from ore. The requirement here, in addition to the good 

grade of iron ore is sufficient and oheap electric power, some limestone and 

a cheap and readily available supply of low grade coal or other type of carbon. 

The Norwegian smelting furnace is a proven instrument for the production of 

pig iron where the quantities required do not justify the installation of 

blast furnaces. These smelting furnaces are comparatively efficient pro- 

ducers of pig iron in quantities as low as 100 ton a day units.  If suffi- 

cient and cheap scrap is not available and iron ore of good grade does exist, 

the wisdom of installing a Norwegian type smelting furnace should be con- 

sidered. The product produced, of course, is pig iron and this requires a 

further step to convert the pig iron into raw steel. For this purpose modern 

technique recommends a basic oxygen furnace. 

The small integrated steel plant finds difficulty in being competitive ' 

with the giant fully integrated steel plant known throughout the world. Local 

conditions and local requirements, however, may make such a small semi- 

integrated plant viable and profitable. The economic parameter and practical 

aspects relevant to small integrated and semi-integrated plants are assessed 

in the latter part of the paper. 
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Jfcriag the lait fifty year«, that il aine« the end of 

the First World War,  there has been a strong wave of 

industrial development in regions of the world which 

have since become known as the developing countries. 

Areas which had hitherto existed with a primitive eco- 

nomy, have advanced boldly into the initial stages of 

modern industrial enterprise. In this development, the 

need was created for construction materials and prima- 

rily of the steel required in connection with the erec- 

tion of factories, houses,   buildings and etc. These de- 

veloping regions which were mainly colonial dependencies 

of European powers, used to fill their requirements by 

importing their steel from the large European or Ameri- 

can steel giants.  With the continuing development of 

their industrial requirements, these regions turned their 

thoughts to the possibilities of producing their own 

steel. As a result,  during the period from I9I8 - 1939, 

a great number of small rolling mills and steel plants, 
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•»ay ©f tuta starting in a primitive fashion and 

with United means, developed into viable-enter-. 

priée»,   capable of satisfying local needs. 

Following the Second World War, and the disintegra- 

tion of the colonial regimes in Africa and Asia, 

•ooree of newly independent states were established, 

»11 looking forward to an increase of their industri- 

al possibilities.   The need for establishing simple 

•teel plants that would satisfy immediate essential 

requirements of easily manufactured steel, become ob- 

vious in all developing countries.  However, many of 

the small semi-integrated plants were established 

without  efficient planning and the results have not 

always been successful. 

What then are the requirements for the successful estab- 

lishment and operation of a semi-integrated steel plant, 

capable of meeting the demand in developing regions ? 

First of all,  a detailed survey must  be made of the lo- 

cal requirements and an analysis of the available resour- 

ces. Furthermore,  a projection of ten to fifteen years 

future demands should be established. Primarily, these 

initial steel requirements will take the form of reinfor- 

ein« bars, wire and simple shapes. Fortunately,  these 

products are also the easiest to be made. 

If the estimated requirements of the area which can be 
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served by economically available transportation, ia 

a minimum of 30'000 tons, the possibility for a plant 

exists. If the market has an immediate potential of a 

100'000 tons of the products mentioned above, the pro- 

spects for a viable plant are very good. 

Assuming that sufficient electric energy is readily 

available,  the most logical plant would be one based 

on the melting of scrap by an electric arc furnace and 

the rolling of the steel so melted into the desired pro- 

ducts. A study must be made of what scrap supplies are 

locally available,  and a plant should be located to 

which local scrap can be most easily delivered, and 

from where deliveries of the finished products to tha 

market oan be economically made. 

If sufficient local scrap is not available, the plant 

should be sited at a deepwater port, to which scrap can 

be shipped from abroad.  Since scrap is a commodity free- 

ly available in international trade,  import of scrap is 

not necessarily a handicap to the successful operation 

of a plant errected at or near port facilities for ocean 

going vessels. If adequate labour is not available at the 

»its, housing must be provided so that labour can be 

housed near the plant site. 
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la ta« planning adequate provision should be made 

fer future growth and expansion. The layout should 

be such that facilities for increased output can be 

added without halting  production in the existing 

plant or sacrifycing too much of the structures and 

equipment already in existence. Thought must be given 

to the flow of materials and product to avoid bottle 

necka and   back tracking. 

The moat desirable melting practice for such a plant 

would be to concentrate on low oarbon steel (0.12-0.20 C) 

which would be cast into small mould« producing billet 

•leed ingots, of 12o - 200 kilos. The advantages of 

easting such a small billet sized ingot is that it can 

be rolled into finished product with only one reheating. 

This practice has been proved economical and efficient 

for the rolling of a full range of sizes of reinforcing 

bars, wire and small shapes, using only one heat. 

A »imple pusher type of reheating furnace with either gaz 

or oil fuel is very desirable. The rolling mill can con- 

sist of two or three 16" or 18M stands, used as a break- 

do«» «ill, leading to a five or six stand 12" cross- 

eenatry mill and if wire is required, a continuous 6-staad 

10* sill. If wire is to be produced, obviously ooilers 

will be required. If production is limited to reinforcing 
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bars, these can be rolled out onto a hand hot-batf 

or an automatic hot-bed. 

In many parts of the world, small plants have been 

started with a small rolling mill capable of produ- 

cing reinforcing for a range of 8 mm to 25 mm. A mill 

of this type could start on a basis of importing 

suitable billets from overseas. Such a mill Can be 

adapted for the rolling of wire and small shapes, In 

proportion to the quantity of reinforciIig oar required 

by local markets. Obviously a small rolling mill of 

this type by itself is a very marginal economic pro- 

position. The difference between the cost of importing 

finished reinforcing bars and importing billets auita- 

ble for rolling/is so small that the margin of profit 

available hardly meets the cost of rolling. 

It is for this reason that practically 
everywhere that 

a rolling has been establishe d as the initial stage of 

a small steel plant, thought has been immediately given 

to establishing a melting shop for the purpose of 

«Wiving the billeta t0 the rolling min> Thia deveiopffl8nt 

has practically always taken the path of the electric arc 

furnace. Small open hearth furnaces are definitely out- 

dated, uneconomical and hard to operate, especially ao 

in regions or situations where little or no experien(Jê ^ 

•teel making is available. 
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tip till now we have been speaking of the semi-inte- 

grated steal plant  based on domestic supply of scrap 

er the importation of 8crap. However,  if a sufficient- 

ly high grade of iron ore is available and can be easi- 

ly mined,   the possibility exists of further integra- 

tion in the small steel plant.   This consists of 

the installation of a Norwegian  smelting furnace for 

the production of pig iron fr0m  ore.  The requirement 

here in addition to the good grade of iron ore is suf- 

ficient and cheap electric power,   some lime stone and a 

cheap and readily availabe suplly of low grade        coal 

or other type of carbon. The Norwegian smelting furnace 

is a proveninstrument  for the production of pig iron, 

where the  quantities required do  not  justify the  instal- 

lation of blast furnaces. These  smelting furnaces are 

comparatively efficient producers  of pig iron in quan- 

tities as low as 100 ton a day units.  If sufficient and 

©heap scrap is not available and iron ore of good grade 

dots exist,   the wisdom of installing a Norwegian type 

«siting furnace should be considered. The product    pro- 

duced of course is pig iron and this requires a further 

•tap to convert the pig iron into raw steel. Por this 

purpose, modern technique recommenda a basic oxygen fur- 

nace. 

% till now, we have outlined the basic physical unita 
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«quired for beginning a semi-integrated stee! plant. 

How .hat about the economice.» It goes without say^g 

that any small integrated eteel plant cannot  be compe- 

titive  with the  glBnt  fully  lntegrated 3teel  pIantsi 

known throughout the world. 

However,   local conditions and locai retirements may 

«ake such a small eemi-integrated plant viable and 

profitable. This depends on many factors. 

«any of the „eveloping countries are faced with a con- 

tinuous shortage of foreign exchange.  Import of steel 

a. «11 as many other industrial products would b. much 

«h.ap.r if sufficient foreign „change were available. 

Developing countries however, must go through the phase 

of stimulating infant industries,   even though these may 

not be competitive with identical products imported from 

«broad.  Providing employment and industrial trai- 

ning for its population and the saving of foreign ex- 

change may  be the factors which will induce developing 

countries to provide tariff or licencing protection to 

a newly established steel plant. 

However,   the differences in cost of the finish.d pro- 

duct to the consumer need not be exorbitant.    The ,rlt.r 

ha. checked cost figures of many small plants similar to 

the kind described in this paper.  There are of course 

•id. difference, in the cost of scrap,  in th, c0.t of 
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labour, power and supervision. 

However, assuming the cost of scrap at the mill to 

be | 30.- per ton, electric power $ 0.01 per KITH 

and average wage rates for skilled and unskilled 

labour of « 1.50 per hour, it has/snSwn that the 

cost of producing billet sized ingots need not be 

»ore than $  70.- per ton, and the total production 

cost of reinforcing bar about $ 82.- per ton. 

Tn« figures given above do not include overhead, sales 

and oapital costs. If we add reasonable depreciation 

of oapital costs and keep overhead cost to a minimum, 

w# should still be able to produce reinforcing bars 

and small shapes at a price of $ 100.- per ton in a 

••mi-integrated plant with a total output of appro*. 

100*000 tons a year. 

ïhis price under today's condition, is about 15* higher 

than landed cif prices of imported reinforcing bars. How- 

•~r, we must not lose sight of the fact that the biggest 

Part of the outlay for domestic production is in local 

•urrency, thus creating a substantial foreign exchange 

•aving for the domestic economy. 

ïe insure the successful design and operation of a »all 

integrated steel plant in a developing country, the orga- 

nising group would be well advi.sd to secure the know-how 

ana coopération of a presently operating and successful 
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semi-integrated plant in some other developing 

country. The know-how of large fully integrated 

multi-million ton steel plants in developed coun- 

tries is of little practical value to a project for 

a small semi-integrated plant in a developing coun- 

try. The problems and the experience required are 

totally different to the problems of the small semi- 

integrated plant. Conditions in developing countries 
.,        to which 

provide a base,     the experience of a plant which 

has been started in another developing country can 

be applied more successfully. In the training of un- 

skilled labour, a supervisory personnel of an already 

operating steel plant in a developing country can be 

of decisive help. 

Taking into consideration that the cost of labour in 

developing countries is substantially lower than that 

of developed countries, the new plant should be de- 

signed with the simplest and least expensive equipment, 

capable of reasonably efficient production. High capi- 

tal cost, labour saving equipment can be postponed un- 

til basic industrial training has been achieved. Sophi- 

sticated equipment used in modern steel plants to eli- 

minate costly labour hours, will not justify itself in 

the initial stages of a developing country's plant. Thus, 
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fto.lutao., ». installation of continuou8 caatlng> 

though thi. process has proved itself,   lt would b, 

ia.dvia.ble to install at the initial stage of a amali 

••»i-integrated plant. Experience haa shown that the 

•»all plant ie better off mating a amali billet eized 

ingot, weighing approximately 150 kilos.   True,  thia 

involves much more labour,   but for the new plant in a 

Sloping country with inexperienced and unskilled 

Ubour,  thia ia a more deairable method of producing 

it. billata. The same can be aaid of a mechanized highly 

•ophistic.ted hot-bed. Many pianta in developing coun- 

try, have operated succesafully without a mechanized 

Hot-bad,  but admittedly thia required additional labour. 

A fina cution to the aponaora and organizers of ateel 

»l*it. in developing countries. Conaider carefully the 

proposed capital outlay.  Over inveatment  in highly 

•ophiaticated modern equipment,  auitable only for inten- 

tly induatrialized countriea, can be vary dangeroua 

to the stability of the enterprise. 

iMt but not leaat may I .trass the importane, of good 

aoMCMBt. Without effioiant and experienced »anagement, 

tat beat planned enterpriae can end in disa.tar.  Good 

incentives to proper management can be the key to the auo- 

oassful semi-integrated ateel plant in a developing 

country. 
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